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RELATED NEWS
August 5, 2019
Professor Chris
Buccafusco Talks to
Rolling Stone and The
Wall Street Journal
about Katy Perry
Copyright Case (/news
/professor-chris-
buccafusco-talks-
rolling-stone-and-
wall-street-journal-
about-katy-perry)
Professor Chris
Buccafusco
(https://cardozo.yu.edu
/directory/christopher-
j-buccafusco)spoke to
Rolling Stone and The
Wall Street Journal
about the Katy Perry
copyright case.
July 31, 2019
Professor Sam
Weinstein Comments
on T-Mobile/Sprint
Merger in NY Times
and Wall Street
Journal (/news
/professor-sam-
weinstein-comments-
t-mobilesprint-
merger-ny-times-and-
wall-street-journal)
Professor Sam
Weinstein was quoted
in The New York Times
regarding the
T-Mobile/Sprint
merger. “There is a lot
of criticism of the
agencies that they are
not doing enough
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Curtis Flowers, tried six times for the same crime by the same local
prosecutor, won his SCOTUS case on race discrimination in jury
selection. Professor Ekow Yankah commented to Bloomberg Law, "It’s
clearly a step forward...but when the court "goes out of its way to say
this is an extraordinary case, that’s a discouraging signal.”
Professor Ekow Yankah said in The Hill that the census ruling could
still end up being a victory for the Trump administration. He said the
justices might be indicating how officials can argue that actions
viewed by others to be discriminatory should be upheld under the law
and "they’re going to give road maps on how to get this done rather
than be any sort of real bulwark.”
Read the Bloomberg Law article (https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-
law-week/justices-rule-for-defendant-in-clash-over-race-juries).
Read The Hill (https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/450773-
trump-digs-in-on-citizenship-question-after-supreme-court-
setback)article.
SHARE
about big tech and this
is a way to respond to
that criticism," he
said.
July 31, 2019
Cardozo Alumni
Speak out in Vice For
Immigrants' Rights
(/news/cardozo-
alumni-speak-out-
vice-immigrants-
rights)
Following an
announcement from
the Department of
Justice that
interpreters are being
taken out of
immigration courts due
to budget constraints,
Cardozo alumni are
speaking out against
this violation of
immigrants' rights.
July 29, 2019
Professor Michelle
Adams Discusses
Milliken vs. Bradley
on NPR and
Integrated Schools
(/news/professor-
michelle-adams-
discusses-milliken-vs-
bradley-npr-and-
integrated-schools)
On the 45th
anniversary of Millken
vs.
July 16, 2019
Professor Myriam
Gilles Comments on
Forced Arbitration in
Kiplinger's (/news
/professor-myriam-
gilles-comments-
forced-arbitration-
kiplingers)
Chase is the latest
corporate entity to
impose mandatory
arbitration policies on
its cardholders.
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